Sunbeam
Duraceramic
Airfryer
Start building a health-conscious home with the
Sunbeam DuraCeramic Air Fryer. Using less oil than
standard deep-frying methods, this handy kitchen
companion is a great way to create crispy, tasty, and
nutritious food. With this 3L air fryer, your whole family
can enjoy a nourishing and scrumptious meal without
sacrificing their wellness. This copper-infused air fryer
and its non-stick ceramic coated basket are easy to
clean and can last 10 times longer without flaking or
peeling*. Key Features Unique Coating: Thanks to its
copper-infused DuraCeramic coating, it can yield
powerful heat conduction for consistent cooking results!
This coating also reinforces durability, preventing it from
flaking or peeling even when used daily. Temperature
Control: Cook meals with great precision using this air
fryer's variable temperature control from –80° to 200°.
High-Capacity Cooking: It offers a 3L working capacity,
making it a great cooking device for preparing large
volumes of meals for your whole family. Audible Alerts:
It sends audible alerts while you cook to notify you
when the dish you’re preparing is ready to eat. Manual
Dial Timer: Prepare dishes in a preferred time and
duration with the adjustable 30-minute timer. Easy to
Clean: Its detachable and dishwasher safe air frying
basket has a non-stick coating which makes it easier to
clean after every use. Cord Storage: It has built-in cord
storage for added convenience. *Compared to standard
non-stick.

Features
All Product Details

Brand
Product Type
Model
Number

Sunbeam
AirFryer
AFP4000WH

Fryer, Oven, & Grills Features

Size in Litres

3L

Upper
Element/Material
Lower
Element/Material

Nichrome

Temperature
Control
Temperature
Range
Manual Function
Cool Touch
Handle
Non-Stick
Plate/Coating
Timer

Yes

Nichrome

200Degrees
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Kitchen Appliance Power Features

Corded or
Cordless
Cord Length
Wattage/Voltage
Auto Shut Off

Corded
0.8M
1500W
Yes

Dimensions

Product
Weight

5.3 kg

Warranty

Manufacturers

12 Months
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